Chapter 01 Land & People

1) trigger
2) artificial…crate
3) regions…districts…districts
4) sweat…precautions
5) groups…history and traditions
6) world affairs…UN Secretary General
7) horizontal…black
8) natural resources…slaves
9) democratic elections…their own benefit
10) foreign aid…remittances

Chapter 02 Values & Attitudes

1) Materialism, jealousy and corruption.
2) Human relationships.
3) They will find Ghanaians showing an interest in their well-being and day-to-day lives.
4) A woman who is of good character, obedient, hardworking, and well-respected in the community.
5) Religion.
6) Islam and Christianity.
7) The ethic of responsibility is more important than an individual’s rights.
8) Their values of spirituality, family support, sense of humor and optimism.
9) Experience, wisdom and traditional lore.
10) A smart appearance.
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Chapter 03 Customs & Traditions
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1) historical events
2) bride price…head money
3) attention and money
4) community…outdooring
5) Friday
6) their behavior on earth
7) funeral
8) your left hand
9) democracy
10) travelling

1) Their disappearing customs and beliefs.
2) In a church.
3) Abnormal.
4) It doesn’t have an identity.
5) It is considered as a blatant insult.
6) Much of it has been lost.
7) Solicit the mystical powers present in nature.
8) The evil power of witches.
9) Chickens.
10) Science and technology.

Chapter 04 Making Friends

1) Social interaction, communality, and friendship.
2) A good friend.
3) A novelty.
4) “Let me do that for you.”
5) Not greeting someone you know on arrival.
6) It shows respect and leads to a remarkable level of acceptance from the people.
7) To have his/her camera seized or to be attacked.
8) Pens, books, sweets, T-shirts, balloons and sturdy toys.
9) Fine.
10) To be given a table to yourself to eat at.
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Chapter 05 Private & Family Life

1) his fathers
2) slums…magnificent mansions
3) “light off”/ power outages
4) five people
5) a “real” marriage
6) all the household chores
7) didactic, rote-learning
8) colonial roots… teaching resources
9) an open-air market
10) a funeral
Chapter 06 Time Out
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1) Delicious fruits and vegetables.
2) Difficult to eat.
3) Offended.
4) Put the whole thing in your mouth and bite it.
5) Going out for a few bottles.
6) To keep warm.
7) The ageless African rhythm of drumming and dancing.
8) High-life music.
9) Museums or hotels.
10) Football.

Chapter 07 Travel, Health & Safety

1 1) vehicle
2) driving lessons
3) unwary
4) Flip-flops
5) availability, cost, patronage, and coverage area
6) more than ten times
7) on and off
8) diarrhea
9) burn
10) the timber industry
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1) Not roadworthy or overloaded.
2) Drivers do not follow traffic rules.
3) Stop.
4) Traffic.
5) Dropping taxis, shared taxis and tro-tros.
6) Riding on a tro-tro.
7) There are snakes there.
8) The government, church groups, international agencies and NGOs.
9) Road accidents and drowning.
10) Rubbish, especially plastic waste.
Chapter 08 Business Briefing
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1) Middle-income status.
2) Consult a local lawyer.
3) Armed guards.
4) There is no limit.
5) The Lebanese and Asian communities.
6) Lax attitude.
7) Paying personal visits.
8) Red tape, delays and hidden taxes.
9) A business card.
10) Transparency.

Chapter 09 Communicating

1)
1) local languages
2) How are you?
3) Come here
4) well over half the population
5) strong views
6) democracy...stability
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